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Part I. Preliminaries

1. Introduction. The Schoenflies extension theorem (cf. [1], [2], [3]) asserts

that a homeomorphism h : S -> E of an («—l)-sphere S in euclidean «-space E

is extendable to a homeomorphism H: B -> E of the closed «-cell Bin E bounded

by 5 if, and only if, « is extendable to a homeomorphism he of a neighborhood V

of S in E. In this paper, we investigate the existence of such extensions H satisfying

certain side conditions. We show, for example, (Theorem 1.1 of Part III) that if he

is a good approximation on F to a given homeomorphism G defined on a neigh-

borhood N of B, then there exist extensions H of « which are good approximations

to G. Furthermore (Theorem 9.1 of Part III), a certain class of homeomorphisms

he of F into E which are good approximations to G merely on a neighborhood of

some point of S, admit extensions H which spread this area of approximation to a

large portion of the interior of S. In order to study this latter problem, we introduce

in Part II a distance 8(M, M') between topological (« —l)-spheres in E, and in-

vestigate the relationship between this distance and other well known distances.

2. Notation and definitions. We now clarify some basic notation and definitions.

Let E=En, (n 3:2), be a euclidean «-space of points x = (x2,..., x"), provided with

the usual euclidean norm and metric:

r JL,        Ti/2
W=    2(*')2      '       d(x,y)=\\x-y\\.

_i = i        J

The distance between subsets A, B of E will have its usual meaning. For c a fixed

point of E, and r>0 a constant, we denote the (« —l)-sphere and open «-cell

about c, of radius r, by

S(c, r) = {x e E \ d(x, c) = r},   B(c, r) = {x \ d(x, c) < r},

setting S=S(0, 1), and B=B(0, 1). By a topological («-l)-sphere Ji in E, we

mean the image in E of S under some homeomorphism «. We say that « defines JÏ.
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A topological (open) «-cell in F is defined similarly. Corresponding to any constant

a, 0 < a < r, we introduce the «-shell

oa(S(c, r)) = {xeE\ r — a < \\x — c\\ < r + a}.

If Ji is a topological («—l)-sphere in E, then we denote the bounded com-

ponent of E—Ji by JJi, and the closure of JJi in F by JJi. Ji will be called

elementary if some (hence every, as is readily proved) homeomorphism « defining

Ji is extendable as a homeomorphism into F over an open neighborhood N of S

relative to E. This is equivalent (cf. [4]) to requiring that Ji is locally flat. A

homeomorphism h of S into F which is so extendable will itself be termed ele-

mentary. A homeomorphism g into F of a neighborhood N of S will be termed

S-admissible if g carries points of 75 n N into points of Jg(S).

If Ji is a topological («— l)-sphere in F, and/: F^# -> F is a homeomorphism

of JJi into F, then

(2.1) f(JJi) = Jf(Jt).

A proof of (2.1) can be found, for example, in [5].

A Cm-diffeomorphism, m^O, will have its usual meaning. The notion of a

"C™-diffeomorphism" will also be useful. Let z be an arbitrary point of F, and let

g: X -^ Ehe a homeomorphism of an open neighborhood Y of z in E. If g \ (X—z)

is a Cm-diffeomorphism, then g will be called a Cf-diffeomorphism.

The identity mapping will be denoted by /, without regard to domain. If A is a

subset of F, we will denote the complement E—A of A by CA, the interior of A

by A, the closure of A by A, and the topological boundary of A by /L4.

3. Some approximation theorems.

Definition 3.1. Let X be a subset of F\ A real-valued positive continuous

function r], defined on X, will be called a modulus on X

Definition 3.2. Let H: X^ En be a continuous mapping, where Y is a subset

of Fm, and let ■» be a modulus on X. Then a continuous mapping F: X-* En will

be called a C° -n-approximation to H on X if

(3.1) <Z(#(x), Fix)) < t?(x)       (x e Z).

Suppose if: X -> FB is a mapping of class C1, where X is an open subset of Em.

We introduce the gradients

grad H* = (dH'/dx1,.. .,dW/dxm)

of the components H\ i= 1,..., n, of H.

Definition 2.3. Let H: I-> FB be a mapping of class C1, and let ?? be a modulus

on Jf. A mapping F: X -> En, of class C1, will be called a C1 ̂ -approximation to H

on X if

(3.2) oï//(x), F(x)) + 2 II (grad(tf- F)')(x) || < ,(*)       (* e IT).
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Theorem 3.1. Corresponding to a diffeomorphism H: X -> En of an open subset

XofEn, there exists a modulus -q on X, such that any C1 -n-approximation, F to H on X,

is a diffeomorphism of X onto H(X).

Proof. Cf. proof of Theorem 1.2 in [6].

We now state a "Composition Theorem". This theorem and its proof appears

in [6] (cf. Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 3.2 of [6]).

Theorem 3.2. Let F: X -> Em be a diffeomorphism of an open subset XofEm onto

an open set YofEm, and let G: Y-> En be a C^-mapping into En. Corresponding to an

arbitrary modulus £ on X, there exist moduli r on X and a on Y with the following

properties.

Iff: Z-> Em is a Cl-mapping of X into Em which is a C1 r-approximation to F,

and if g: F-> En is a Cl-mapping of Y into En which is a C1 o-approximation to G,

then the composite function gfmaps X into En and is a C1 ̂ -approximation to G F on X.

The following trivial proposition will be useful.    ,.

Proposition 3.1. Let X be a subset of En, and let fx: X-+ En be a homeomorphism

such that fxx:fx(X)-> En is uniformly continuous. Hence corresponding to an

arbitrary positive number e, there exists a positive number 8 such that ifyx, y2 efx(X)

and d(yx, y2) < 8, then d(fx 1(yx), fx 1(y2)) < e. For such a choice of 8, if f2 : X -> En

is a homeomorphism which isaC0 8-approximation tofx on X, and if A =fx(X) <^f2(X)

/ 0, thenfe^A is a C° E-approximation tofx'1\A.

Proof. Let ye A. Then d(y, fxf2\y)) = d(f2f2Hy), fxf2-1(y))<8. Hence

d(fx \y),f2- \y)) = d(f{ i(f2f2- \y)),fx H/i/2- H>0)) < e.

Theorem 3.3. Let Jt' be a topological (n — l)-sphere in En, and letf: Jt^- En bea

homeomorphism. Suppose C is a compact subset ofJf(Jt). Setting 8 = d(f(JÍ), C),

ifg: Ji-> En is any homeomorphism which is a C° 8-approximation to fon Ji, then

Jg(Jf)^>C. Similarly, if A is any subset of En such that Â^Jf(Ji), and

■r) = d(ßA, Jf(Jí^), then ifg : M -> En is any homeomorphism which is a C° ^-approxi-

mation to fon JÍ, then À=>Jg(Jt).

The following theorem will be useful in proving Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3.4 (Borsuk Separation Criterion). Let D be a compact subset of

En, let x0 be a point in En — D, and let p:(En — x0)-+ S"'1 be defined by

(3.3) p(x) = (x-x0)/||x-x0||       (xe£n-x0).

In order that x0 lie in the unbounded component ofEn — D, it is necessary and sufficient

that p\D be inessential (i.e., homo topic to a constant mapping).

A proof of Theorem 3.4 may be found in [7, p. 275].

Proof of Theorem 3.3. To prove the first part of Theorem 3.3, suppose to the

contrary that there exists a point x0e C such that x0 <£ Jg(Jf). By our choice of S,
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we see that x0 i g(JÍ), and hence x0 lies in the unbounded component of En-g(Ji).

Then setting D=g(Ji), Theorem 3.4 implies that the mapping p in (3.3) is such

thatp|F is inessential. Hence there exists a homotopy K: D x [0, 1] ->■ S such that

(3.4) K(u, 0) = p(u)       (u e D),

and

(3.5) K(u, l) = ceS      (ueD).

Define a mapping H:f(Ji) x [0, 1] ->- S by

(3.6) H(x, t) = p((l -2t)x+2t-gf~\x))       (0 = t ï ¿),

(3.7) H(x, t) = K(gf-\x), 2t-l)       (i á t S I).

Since d(x, gf_1(x))<8 for all x ef(Ji), we see that the right member of (3.6) is

defined. Using (3.4) we see that H is consistently defined. Hence H is a homotopy

connectingp\f(Ji) and a constant mapping, and, since x0 eJf(Ji), this contradicts

Theorem 3.4. This establishes the first part of Theorem 3.3. The second part is

proved similarly.

Part II. Various distances between topological (w-I)-spheres in Fb

Let M', M" be two topological (« — l)-spheres in FB. We shall investigate some

basic properties relating to three distances, denoted by A(M', M"), p(M', M"),

and S(M', M"), between M' and M". The first two distances are well known, and

have been used, for example, in the study of certain open cell problems (cf. [8]).

We shall introduce a third distance 8(M', M"), which will be used in Part III to

study various approximation problems related to the Schoenflies extension theorem.

It turns out that all three distances define (nonequivalent) metrics on the set of

topological (n— l)-spheres in Fn.

First we recall the distance A(M', M"), defined as

(1) A(M', M") = max (max d(x, M"), max d(x, M')\.

One sees that

(2) A(M', M") = A(M", M'),

and

(3) A(M', M") = 0 o M' = M".

Moreover, if M, M', M" are topological (« — l)-spheres in F, then

(4) A(M, M") S A(M, M')+A(M', M").

We now recall the Fréchet distance p(M', M"). We call a positive number e

F-admissible relative to the pair (M', M") if there exist homeomorphisms

f',f*:S-+E such that f'(S) = M', f"(S) = M", and d(f'(x), f"(x))<e for all
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x e S. Equivalently, e is F-admissible relative to (M', M") if there exists a homeo-

morphism h! of M' onto M" such that d(x, h'(x))<e for all x e M'. Set

(5) T(M', M") = {e > 0 | e is F-admissible relative to (M', M")}.

Note that T(M', M") = T(M", M'). The Fréchet distance p is defined by

(6) p(M', M") = gib T(M', M").

Then

(7) p(M', M") = p(M", M'),

(8) P(M', M") = 0 o M' = M",

and

(9) p(M, M") ^ p(M, M') + p(M', M").

We now define the distance 8(M', M"). We call a positive number r¡ J-admissible

relative to the pair (M', M") if the following is true: given any pair A', B' of

subsets of F such that Â'^JM', JM'^B', and, min (d(M', ßA'),d(M', B'))^v,

then A'^JM" and JM"=>B'. Note that any ^âdiam (JM' u JM") is necessarily

F-admissible relative to (M', M"). Set

(10) S(M\ M") = {r¡ > 0 | y is /-admissible relative to (M', M")}.

Then let

(11) 8(M', M") = max (gib S(M', M"), gib ,S(M", M')).

Figure 1 illustrates a case in which S(M', M")^S(M", M').

Figure 1

Remark. Clearly, if -n e S(M', M"), and 1.^-n, then £ e S(M', M"). It follows

that S(M', M") either contains, or is contained in, S(M", M'), and

(12) 8(M', M") = gib (¿(M', M") n S(M", M')).

One sees that

(13) 8(M', M") = 8(M", M'),

and

(14) 8(M', M") = 0 o M' = M".
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Moreover, if M, M', M" are topological («- l)-spheres in E, then

(15) 8(M, M") S 8(M, M') + 8(M', M").

To prove (15), we first state the following proposition (a).

(a) Let M, M' be topological (n- l)-spheres in E. Then A(M, M')<-q for all

■r, e S(M, M').

A proof of (a) will be given in the verification of (16) which follows.

Proof of (15). It suffices to show that if r, e S(M, M'), and £ e S(M', M"), then

r¡ + t,eS(M, M"). Suppose to the contrary that there exists r¡ e S(M, M') and

£ e S(M', M") such that -q + ti S(M, M"). We then have two cases.

Case 1. There exists a set A such that A^>JM, d(ßA, M)^r¡ + {, and À^JM".

Suppose ßAc\ M"^0. Choose a point xeßA n M". Since £ e S(M', M"), (a)

implies that there exists a point y e M' such that d(x, y) < £. Similarly, since

■qe S(M, M'), there exists a point zeM such that d(y,z)<i¡. Hence d(x, z)

Sd(x,y) + d(y,z)<l,+-n. Therefore, d(ßA, M)<l+t], which is a contradiction.

On the other hand, suppose ßA r\ M"= 0. We then have two possibilities.

(i) JM" nßA = 0. Then JM^E-1, and d(M", M)>d(ßA, M)^r¡ + 1 To see

that d(M", M)>d(ßA, M), let ye M". Then the line segment joining y to any

point xeM must meet ßA in a point z^y. Hence d(y, x)>d(z, x)3:r¡ + £, and

therefore d(M", M)>d(ßA, M). Now by (a), we see that d(M", M)Sd(M", M')

+ d(M', M)<£+r¡, which is a contradiction.

(ii) JM" nßA^0. Then choose a point xeJM" n ßA. Note thatd(ßA, M')3:£.

Now if xfjM', set A' = E-x and B'=0. Then À'^JM', B'cJM', and

min (d(ßA',M'),d(M',B'))=d(ßA',M')^l Then since leS(M',M"), we must

have Â'=>JM", contradicting our choice of x.

On the other hand, if xeJM', set A* = E—x, and Bi(=0. Then Â^JM,

JM=>B*, and min (d(ßA*, M), d(M, B*) = d(ßA*, M) = d(x, M)^d(ßA, M)^-q + í,

>rj. Since r¡ e S(M, M'), we must have Â^JM', contradicting our choice of x.

Case 2. There exists a set B such that B <= JM, d(M, B) 3: r¡ + £, and JM " + B. We

first note that d(M, B) > £. For if this were not the case, the compactness of B

and M' would imply the existence of points b e B, y e M' such that d(y, b)St-

Then using (a), there exists a point xeM such that d(x,y)<r¡. Hence d(x,b)

Sd(x,y)+d(y,b)<r¡ + £, contradicting the fact that d(M,B)^r¡ + t,. Note also

that since d(M, B)^t¡ + £>r¡, and r¡ e S(M, M'), we have B^JM'. Setting

A' = E, B' = B, since I e S(M', M"), we must have B' = B^JM", contradicting our

assumption. This completes the proof of (15).

We have the following comparison of à(M') M") and 8(M', M"):

(16) A(M', M") S 8(M', M").

To verify (16), suppose A(M', M")=tj>0. Then we may assume that there exists

a point xeM' such that d(x,M") = -n. Suppose first that xeJM". Then setting
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B" = x, and A" = E, we see that d(M", B") = t¡ and JM"^B", where as JM'^B".

Hence v $ S(M", M') and so gib S(M", M')^v, i.e., A(M', M") = r¡^8(M', M").

Now suppose xeCJM". Then setting A" = E—x, and B"=0, we see that

d(ßA", M")=d(x, M")=r,, and Â'=>JM", whereas À"0?M'^JM'. Hence

-»7 £ 5(M", M') and again A(M', M") = t?^8(M', M"). This proves (16). Figure 2

illustrates a case where A(M', M")<8(M', M").

Figure 2

We also have the following comparison

(17) 8(M', M") ^ p(M', M").

To verify (17), note that Theorem 3.3 of Part I implies that

T(M', M") c S(M', M") n S(M", M'),

from which (17) follows.

Figure 3 illustrates a case in which 8(M', M")<p(M', M").

Figure 3

Remarks. We have seen that all three distances A, 8, p define metrics on the

set y of topological («-l)-spheres in E. If we denote the resulting topological

spaces by ¿%^A), ¿%T¿), and Sf'J-J, we see from (16) and (17) that

(18) srAçzsr6çz g-Q.

Actually, the inclusions in (18) are strict. To see this, we examine Figure 2. It is

clear that there exist topological spheres M" so that A(S, M") is arbitrarily small,
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and yet 8(S, M")è|. This shows that ^c^¡. Similarly, an analysis of Figure 3

shows that ^6^STD.

Let Eíf denote the subset of 5" consisting of the elementary topological («— 1)-

spheres in F. The following theorem implies that the C°°-diffeomorphs of y form

a dense subset of F.5%^) (and hence also of ES^(^A)) when « + 4.

Theorem 1. Let M be an elementary topological (n-l)-sphere in En («#4), and

let e be an arbitrary positive number. Then there exists a Cx-diffeomorph N of S in

E such that 8(M, N) < e.

Proof. Since M is elementary, the Schoenflies extension theorem asserts that JM

is an open topological «-ball. But then JM is C°°-diffeomorphic to JS(0, r). This

latter statement is a consequence of Theorem 6.3 of [9] for «=2, 3, and follows

from Theorem 5.1 of [10] for «^5. By taking r> 1 and very close to 1, one verifies

Theorem 1.

Question 1. Is Theorem 1 true for an arbitrary topological (« — l)-sphere in F?

(i.e., are the elementary topological («- l)-spheres dense in =S%^¡)?).

Question 2. Is Theorem 1 true when p replaces 8 ?

Remark. The answer to Question 2 is affirmative («^4) if M is defined by a

homeomorphism which extends to a stable homeomorphism of F (cf. [11] or [12]).

The following theorem can be established using Theorem 1 and an adaptation of

the proof of Theorem 9.1 in [8].

Theorem 2. Let F be a homeomorphism of En onto itself, « ̂  4, and let e be an

arbitrary modulus on (0, oo). Then there exists a C°°-diffeomorphism G of FB onto

itself such that

8(F(S(c, t)), G(S(c, t))) < e(t)       (t > 0).

Part III. Approximations in the Schoenflies problem

1. Introduction. Let F be a neighborhood of S in F, and let /: V -> F be an

5-admissible homeomorphism. In view of the Schoenflies extension theorem, the

following question arises : if g : V -»• F is any homeomorphism which is a good C°

approximation to/ do f\S and g\S admit extension Fand G, respectively, where F

and G map V u JS into F and are good C° approximations to one another ?

Even more: given the homeomorphism F: Fu /£-=► F, if g: V-+ E is any homeo-

morphism which is a good C° approximation to F\ V, does g\S admit an extension

G: VuJS^-E which is a good C° approximation to F? This latter question is

answered affirmatively in Theorem 1.1 below. We assume throughout Part III that

all homeomorphisms defined in a neighborhood of S in F are S-admissible, and

we set oa(S) = oa.

Theorem 1.1. Let F: oau JS -*■ F be a homeomorphism. Corresponding to any

positive number e, there exists a neighborhood NofS in oa, and a positive number 8,

with the following properties. If g: <ra->- E is any homeomorphism which is a C°
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8-approximation to F\aa, then there exists a homeomorphism G: aa\J JS -> E which

is an extension of g \ [N u (aa—JS)], and is a C° e-approximation to F on V\J JS.

In §2 below, we shall introduce a special case of Theorem 1.1, namely Theorem

2.1. In §6, we shall derive Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 2.1. The proof of these

theorems will involve a detailed analysis of the explicit solution of the Schoenflies

extension problem as presented in [3]. Rather than reproduce the proof of this

theorem, we refer the reader to [3], and also to the summary given in §§13, 14 of

[13]. Our notation throughout will be that of [3], with minor exceptions which

will be noted. For example, the «-shell oa is written 8a in [3].

It will be assumed in what follows that F: aa u JS -*■ E is a given fixed homeo-

morphism. The proofs of certain lemmas and theorems used to prove Theorem

1.1 will be sketched or omitted entirely. The complete details appear in [14].

2. A canonical extension of F | [Au (aa —JS)]. For convenience of notation, we

set F\oa=fx. Let Q be the "xn-pole" of S, i.e. Q is the point on S at which x"

assumes its maximum. Let B(fx(Q), r) be an open «-ball such that B(fx(Q), 2r)

c/i(ffa)- Following the techniques of [5], let px be a C^-diffeomorphism of

B(fx(Q), 2r) onto E such that

(2.1) P,(y) = y       (yeB(fx(Q),r)).

Set

(2.2) m(x)=fï1PÏ1(x)        (xeE).

Then define <f>x : aa -> E by

(2.3) Mx) = *lifi(x)       (xeaa).

It follows from (2.1) and (2.2) that

(2.4) Mx)-x       (xefx\B(fx(Q),r))).

Take an (n-l)-sphere SQ with center at Q and with diameter so small that

JSQ^fx~1(B(fx(Q), /•)). Now since <f>x, reduces to the identity on a neighborhood

of JSQ, we may proceed as in [3], constructing explicit mappings t, R, T, a and

sets K, D, M, H', etc., and, in terms of these objects, an explicit homeomorphism

A01 : aa u JS -» E which is an extension of <j> \ [N u (aa—JS)], where A is a neigh-

borhood of S in E. Once the mappings t, R, T, a and the sets K, D, M, H', etc.,

have been chosen, the mapping A01 is completely determined by the procedures

in [3]. Note from (2.3) that the homeomorphism ijf1Ail: cau JS -> E extends

F | [Au (aa—JS)]. We shall assume in §§2-6 that a fixed choice for the above

mappings and sets has been made, and we will denote the resulting (fixed) homeo-

morphism 7?r1Aii by Fe. We state the following theorem in terms of this fixed

mapping Fe.

Theorem 2.1. Given the homeomorphism F: a0 u JS—> E let Fe be the fixed

extension of F | [N u (aa — JS)] indicated above. Corresponding to any positive number
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e, there exists a positive number 8, such that if g : <7a -> F is any homeomorphism which

is a C° 8-approximation to F\oa, then there exists a homeomorphism Ge: oaKJ JS-+ E

which is an extension of g\ [N u (oa— JS)], and is a C° e-approximation to Fe on

oa u JS.

The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be given in §5. We emphasize that the notation

used above and in the sections which follow is that used in [3]. We also emphasize

that in what follows, F, F|(7a=Z, <f>x, B(fx(Q), r), JSQ, and Fe are all fixed.

3. Canonical reductions of good C° approximations to F\oa. Given a homeo-

morphism g: oa^>- E, the problem of extending g to oa u JS is called the problem

[g, 0-J. As in §2, we may associate with the problem [g, oa] a "reduced" problem

[</>, oa], where <f> reduces to the identity on a neighborhood of the "xB-pole" Q of S,

and whose solution implies a solution of [g, oa]. We will now prove a lemma which

will aid us in setting up a canonical "explicit solution" for problems [g, oa] in

which g is a good C° approximation to F|<r0. We state the lemma in a form which

will be useful in connection with a later problem of §9. Recall from §2 that/ = F|aa

and B(fx(Q), r) is such that B(fx(Q), 2r)<=fx(oa). Choose a number r' such that

2r<r' and B(fx(Q), r')^fx(oa). Set Ji' =fx\ßB(fx(Q), r')). Note that JJi^oa.

Lemma 3.1. Given the problem [fx,oa] with the associated reduced problem

[<£i, O* where </>x reduces to the identity on the neighborhood N^=f{1(B(fx(Q), r))

ofJSQ, let Ji be chosen as above. Then there exists a positive number p such that if

f2:oa-+ E is any homeomorphism which is a C° p-approximation to/ on JJi, then

there exists a reduced problem [cf>2, oa] of[f2, oa], where <f>2 reduces to the identity on a

neighborhood Nq ofJSQ.

Proof. We will merely outline a proof of the lemma. Setting p = (r'/2) — r, one

verifies with the aid of Theorem 3.3 of Part I that if/2: oa ->- F is any homeomor-

phism which is a C° p-approximation to / on Ji, then

(3.1) B(fx(Q), 2r) u B(f2(Q), 2r) c f¿Jj[) nf2(JJi).

By further conditioning p, we may require (cf. (3.1) and Proposition 3.1 of

Part I) that if f2 : JJi -*■ F is any homeomorphism which ii a C° p-approximation

to / in Ji, then

(3.2) JSQ<=f2-1(B(f2(Q),r)).

We now define a canonical C^-diffeomorphism p2 of B(f2(Q), 2r) onto F. Let

t2X denote the translation of F onto itself defined by

(3.3) t2X(y) = y +fx(Q) -f2(Q)       (y e E).

Now define p2 : B(f2(Q), 2r) -> F by

(3.4) to(y) = t2ip-it2x(y)       (y e E),
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where px is as defined in §2. We see from (3.3) that t2x(B(f2(Q), r))=B(fx(Q), r),

and hence by (2.1), we have

(3.5) M = y       (yeB(f2(Q),r)).

Setting

(3.6) 'feOO-AVí1       (yeE),

we define <f>2 : oa -> E by

(3.7) <p2(x) = 7}2f2(x)       (x e aa).

then by (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7), we have

(3.8) Ux) - x       (x ef¿\B(f2(Q), r))).

Now, by (3.2), f21(B(f2(Q),r)) is a neighborhood of JSQ. Therefore, setting

Nç!=f21(B(f2(Q),r)), we see that Lemma 3.1 is satisfied.

In what follows, if f2: aa —> E is a C° ^-approximation to fx on JM, then the

reduced problem [<p2, aa] constructed as above will be called canonically associated

with [f2, aa].

Lemma 3.2. Corresponding to an arbitrary positive number e, there exists a positive

number 8Sp such that iff2: aa^ E is any homeomorphism which is a C° 8-approxi-

mation to /i on aa, then the reduced problem [<j>2, aa] canonically associated with

[fi, aa\ is such that <p2 is an e-approximation to <px on aa.

Proof. The proof involves a detailed analysis of the canonically associated prob-

lem [(p2, aa] constructed above, and will be omitted.

4. Approximation theorems for mappings reducing to the identity on JSQ. As

previously noted, our notation is that of [3]. In [3], a single mapping <f>: aa-> E

is considered, and an extension A¿ constructed. We will deal now with the fixed

mapping <px: oa -> E of §2, and consider a variable mapping (p2: aa -> E which,

like (¡>x, reduces to the identity on a neighborhood of JSQ. Corresponding to the

mappings <px and <f>2, the mappings and sets which arise in an analogous manner to

those constructed in [3], relative to cp, will be given the subscripts 1 and 2 respec-

tively.

Note that if <j>2 : aa -> E reduces to the identity on a neighborhood 7V| of JSQ,

then the same mappings t, R, T, a, and sets K, D, M, H', etc., that were used for

the construction of A0i can also be used in the construction of a homeomorphism

A„,2: aau JS^E which extends <p2\[Nu (oa—JS)]. We call the mapping A^2,

constructed in this way, the canonical extension of <f>2 \ [N u (aa—JS)].

In §2 of [3], a mapping w ofK— 0 was constructed, and a solution to the problem

of finding A¿ was shown to be implied by the finding of an explicit mapping Xa

of H' into E which extends u> | (FF — D), where D is a suitable chosen compact

subset of H'. The mappings R, T, a and the sets, K, D, M, H', etc., used in the
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construction of AMi can also be used in the construction of Affl2 where w2 : K— 0 -> E

arises from a </>2 of the type described above. The mapping Xm2 constructed in this

way will be called the canonical extension of u>2 \ (H' — Q.). We will now prove a

lemma which will be fundamental in our verification of Theorem 2.1.

Lemma 4.1. Given the homeomorphism a>x of K— 0 into E, and the mapping Xai

ofH' into E which is an extension ofcox \(H' — Q.), let e be an arbitrary positive number.

Then there exists a positive number 8 such that if oj2 is any homeomorphism of K— 0

into F where oj2 arises from a mapping <p2: oa^- Eas above, and w2 is a C° 8-approxi-

mation to ojx, then the canonical extension Xa2 ofoj2 \ (H' — Q.) is a C° e-approximation

to Xmi on H'.

Lemma 4.1 will be shown to be a consequence of the two lemmas which follow.

Two conventions will be followed in affixing the subscripts 1 and 2 as previously

indicated. We will denote the mapping analogous to coe, by wex and to|. And the

mappings Tr and F"1 (r = l,2,...) which are used in constructing the explicit

extension A#1 of </>x, as well as the canonical extension Aé2 of c/>2, will, to avoid

possible confusion, now be denoted instead by Tr and T~r, respectively. Since we

are dealing with the canonical construction of A¿2, the mappings tu|, o2, etc., are

explicit and well defined.

Lemma 4.2. Corresponding to an arbitrary positive number e, there exists a positive

number 8, such that if o>2 is a C° 8-approximation to u>x on K— 0, then o2 is a C°

e-approximation to ox on CG'.

Proof. We begin by recalling some sets and mappings defined in §§3-5 of [3].

F admits the partition

(4.1) F = IJ Rr(K) uAvP       (P = (8, 0,..., 0))
r = 0

provided A is suitably chosen. A set M is defined by the disjoint union,

(4.2) M = U RXK- 0) u A.
r = 0

And the mappings cuf (i= 1, 2) are defined by

(4.3) wf(x) = R^R-^x)       (x e Rr(K- 0), i= 1, 2)

and

(4.4) «fi» = x       (xeA,i= 1,2).

From the definition (cf. §3 of [3]) of the mappings RT (r=0, 1,...), it is clear

that

(4.5) d(Rr(xx), Rr(x2)) Ú d(xx, x2)       (xx, x2 e E, r = 0, 1,...).

Hence from (4.2), (4.3), (4.4), and (4.5), we see that if w2 is a C° e-approximation
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to wx on K— 0, then w2 is a C° e-approximation to w.\ on the set M. Also, as a

consequence of the definition of ot, i=l, 2, (cf. §7 of [3]), we have

(4.6) ot\r(K) = Fr-1(<ri|F(F))(Fr-1)-1       (i = 1, 2, r = 1, 2,...).

From (4.5) and (4.6), we see that if o2 is a C° e-approximation to ox on F(F),

then o2 is a C° e-approximation to ox on the sets Tr(K), r= 1, 2,.... Moreover,

(4.7) ot(x) = ojf(x)       (i = 1, 2, x £ CG' - U n*)),

hence to prove Lemma 4.2, it suffices to prove the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Corresponding to an arbitrary positive number s, there exists a positive

number 8, such that if a>2 is a C° 8-approximation to wx on K— 0, then o2 is a C°

e-approximation to ox on T(K).

Proof. Using the uniform continuity of the mappings wex, T\K, and wx 1|oj1(F— G),

we may successively choose positive constants 81; 82, and 83 such that the following

implications hold :

(4.8) d(xx, x2) < 8X => d(üjex(xx), a>ex(x2)) < e/2       (x1; x2 e E),

(4.9) d(xx, x2) < 82 => d(T(xx), T(x2)) < 8X       (xx, x2 e K),

(4.10) d(zx, z2) < 83 => d(wx \zx), wx- \z2)) < S2       (zx, z2 e wx(K- G)).

Set

(4.11) 8 - * min (F, S3, d(o>x(ßL'), a>x(ßG'))), d(wx(ßL"), oi^ßG")).

We claim that 8 satisfies the requirements of Lemma 4.3.

We show first that if o>2 is a C° 8-approximation to uix on K— 0, then statements

(a), (ß), and (y) below are satisfied, (a) a2 is a C° 8^approximation to a\ on

T(K-^X)C\T(K-(S2).

To verify (a), recall from (6.12) of [3] that

(4.12) a\(x) = Ta>t- lT~ \x)       (/ = 1, 2, x e T(K- &)).

Now by Proposition 3.1 of Part I, (4.10), and our choice of 8X we have

(4.13) d(ojx lT- \z), w2 lJ- Kz)) < 82       (ze T(K- $x) n T(K- $2)).

Hence by (4.9) and (4.12), we have for z e T(K- &x) n T(K- &2),

(4.14) d(a\(z), al(z)) = d(T(ojx *T-\z)), T(w2 lT-\z))) < 8X.

Hence (a) is verified.

(ß) o|4 is a C° e-approximation to coexa{ on T(K- <SX) r\ T(K- <$2).

For let z e T(K-&x) n T(K-&2). Since 8<e/2, tul is a C° e/2-approximation to
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oi{ on the set M, which contains the set T(K- G) = a¡(T(K- &J), ¿=1,2. From

(4.8) and (a) we have

d(ojexa\(z), tu|a2(z)) S d(m\a\(z), m\a\(z)) + d(wexa\(z), a>e2al(z))

< e\2+e\2 = e,

and (j8) is verified.

(y) T(Sex) n T(Sf2) a T(^i) u T(<§2).

Now since 8<d(wx(ßL'), wx(ßG')), we have by Theorem 3.3 of Part I,

(4.15) S% = Jco2(ßL') D yWl(/3G') = sri

and

(4.16) JSÇ = /w^L') = /tüa(j3G') = 9'a.

Since ifï => S?i and Se2 => %, we see that

(4.17) Sfx' nS%=> <S'X u sra.

A similar argument, using the fact that 8 < d(wx(ßL"), wx(ßG")), shows that

(4.18) js? n .sç => sr; u srç.

Now ^?!= Sel u ^i", jS?a= if5 u jgfj. Hence from (4.17) and (4.18), we have

(4.19) SfxnSf2= (¿fi u &'{) n (^ u .2*) b â?; u ya u srç u <$"2 = ^ u gra.

Note that (y) follows from (4.19).

We now show that (ß) and (y) imply Lemma 4.3. For i= I, 2, and x e 7YÂT),

a,(jc) = ojfa}(x) (x e Fitf- 9¿)

(4.20) = ÄF-Hx) («W))

= F-Hx) (xeT(Sft")).

Now if x e T(K - <$x) n T(K- <S2), then by (4.20), ot(x) = eu?aftx), i =1,2, hence (j8)

implies that d(at(x), <r2(x)) < e. Now suppose «^-(^-^0^-^))

= T(&X) u T(&2). Then by (y) and (4.20), we see that cti(x) = <r2(x). This completes

the proof of Lemma 4.3.

Proof of Lemma 4.1. Let the positive number e be given,

(i) By the uniform continuity of wx on K— 0, there exists a positive number

Si such that if x1; x2 s K— 0 and d(xx, x2) < 8X, then d(wx(xx), tui(x2)) < e/2.

(ii) By Proposition 2.1 of Part I and the uniform continuity of ax 1 on ax(D — G'),

there exists a positive number 82 such that if cr2 is a C° 82-approximation to ax

on D — G', then a2 x is a C° 8i-approximation to ax 1 on ax(D—G') n a2(D — G').

(iii) By Lemma 4.2, corresponding to the positive number 82, there exists a

positive number S3 such that if eu2 is a C° 83-approximation to wx on K— 0, then

or2 is a C° 82-approximation to ax on CG'.
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Set

(4.21) 8 = \ min (e, S3, d(wx, (ßü), «>x(ßG'))).

One verifies, in a manner similar to the proof of Lemma 4.3, that 8 satisfies the

requirements of Lemma 4.1.

Corollary 4.1. Given </>x and A^, let e be an arbitrary positive number. Then

there exists a positive number 8 such that if <p2: <7a —>- F is any homeomorphism

reducing to the identity on a neighborhood Nq ofJSQ, and such that <p2 is a C° 8-approxi-

mation to <¡>x on oa, then the canonical extension AÓ2 of <p2 | [Nu (oa— JS)] isa C°

e-approximation to A^ on oa U JS.

The proof is omitted.

5. Proof of Theorem 2.1. Corresponding to e, we want to find a positive number

8 satisfying the requirements of Theorem 2.1. We set 8x = p, where the number p is

that appearing in Lemma 3.1. Then if/2: oa ->- Fis a C° Sj-approximation to/ on

JJi, we may construct the reduced problem [<p2, o2] which is canonically associated

with [f2, oa]. In what follows, it will be assumed that/2 is a C° Sj-approximation

to/ on oa.

Choose a positive number s, where r<s<2r, and

(5.1) JvíVÁS) = JfiA^S) c B(fx(Q), s) c B(fx(Q), s) c B(fx(Q), 2r).

Set

(5.2) X = d(fxA,i(S),ßB(fx(Q),s)).

Using the uniform continuity offx\JJi, corresponding to A, there exists a positive

number 82 such that

(5.3) d(xx, x2) < 82 => d(fx(xx),fx(x2)) < A/3      (xx,x2eJJi).

By Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 4.1, there exists a positive number 83<A/3 such

that if/2: oa -> Fis a C° 83-approximation to/ on oa, then AÍ2 is a C° S2-approxi-

mation to A01 on oa u FS. For such a mapping /2, it can be verified that

(5.4) ÁK2(JS) u/2A,2(J5) u t2Xf2A,2(JS) <= B(fx(Q), s),

where we note by (3.18) that

(5.5) A01(FS) u A^2(yS) c JJ(.

Using the uniform continuity of r¡x on the compact set B(fx(Q), s), corresponding

to e, as given in Theorem 2.1, there exists a positive number S4 such that

(5.6) d(yx, y2) < S4 => d(-nx(yx), r,x(y2)) < e/A(yx, y2 e B(fx(Q), s)).
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Using the uniform continuity of fx on JJt, there exists a positive number f such

that

(5.7) íZ(xi, x2) < £ => d(fx(xx),fx(x2)) < S4       (x1; x2eJJt).

Using Corollary 4.1, there exists a positive number £ such that if [<j>2, oa] is the

reduced problem canonically associated with [/2, oa], and c/>2 is a C° £-approxima-

tion to <px on ffa, then A^ is a C° ^-approximation to A01 on cr0 u JS.

Finally, using Lemma 3.2, corresponding to £, there exists a positive number 85

such that if/2 : aa ->- F is C° 85-approximation tofx on era, then the reduced problem

[<p2, aa] canonically associated with [f2, aa] is such that <f>2 is a C° ^-approximation

to 0i on aa. Set

(5.8) S = min (8X, 82, 83, 84, 85, e/4).

We claim that 8 satisfies the requirements of Theorem 2.1. Now Fe=rixfxAtt>l,

F2 = r?2/2Ai,2 are homeomorphisms of oa v JS which extend fx | [Au (cra-75)],

/2 I [Au (aa-/S)] respectively. Since 8<e, F2 is C° e-approximation to Fe on

A U (ct„— JS). Hence we need only check that F2 is a C° e-approximation to Fe on

JS. Now for x g JS,

(5.9) ¿(F'(x), F!(x)) = e/^i/iA^x), ^2/2A,2(x)).

Now 8^81, 82, 83. Hence by (5.5), Aéi(x) and A02(x) are both points of JJt. And

further, (5.1) and (5.4) imply that fxA¿Ax) and f2A02(x) are both points of

B(fx(Q), s). By (5.4), r¡xfxA¿2(x) is defined, and we have from (5.9),

¿(F*(x), *Kx)) ^ ¿OhM^ix), r,xfxA,2(x))

+ d(VxfxA02(x), t}2f2Aé2(x)).

Since S^85, ¿/(A^^x), A(i,2(x))<f. Hence by (5.5) and (5.7), we see that

d(fx^l(x),fiA4,2(x))<8i. Now using (5.1), (5.4), and (5.6), we have

(5.11) d(VxfxAH(x), VxfxAÓ2(x)) < e/4       (x e JS).

Since S S min (84, e/4), we have

(5.12) d(x, r2i(x)) < min (S4, e/4), d(x, t¡x(x)) < min (84, e/4)       (x 6 E).

Also, we have

d(yxfxA¿2(x), ry2/2A^,2(x)) = d(r¡xfxA02(x), /¿iV^i/uA^x))

(5.13) S d(Vxfx A^(x), Vxt2xf2A„2(x))

+ d(r¡xt2Xf2A„,2(x), t2x-qxt2xf2A02(x)),

where, by (5.4), i2i/2A^,2(x) is a point of B(fx(Q), s). Since 8<e/4, by (5.12) we

see that the last term of (5.13) is less than e/4. For the first term of (5.13), we have

¿Oh/lA*2(x), Tyjiai/aA^, (x)) S d(r,xfxA0(x), r)xf2A0 (x))
(5.14)

+ d(Vxf2A„>2(x), ijifai/aAia(x)).
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Since S<min (82, S3, S4, 8S) we see thatfxA„,2(x),f2A„,2(x) are points of B(fx(Q), s)

such that d(fxA^2(x),f2Alp2(x))<8l, and hence, using (5.6),

d(vifiK2(x), ViÍ2K2(.x)) < e/4.

Also, by (5.4) and (5A2),f2A02(x) and /2i/2A^2(x) are points of B(fx(Q), s) such

that d(f2A„,2(x), t2Xf2AÍ2(x)) < 8/4. Hence, using (5.6), d(-nxf2A^2(x), ■>yir2i/2A^,2(x))

< e/4. Combining these results, we have

(5.15) d(VxfxA^2(x),7¡2f2A02(x)) < £/4 + e/4 + e/4 = 3e/4       (xeJS).

Then by (5.10), (5.11), and (5.15), we have

(5.16) d(Fe(x), Fi(x)) < e/4 + 3e/4 = e       (xeJS).

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

6. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let e be an arbitrary positive number. We want to

find a positive number S satisfying Theorem 1.1. Let Fe denote the homeomorphism

of oa u JS into F which extends F | [Nx u (oa-JS)], where Nx is a neighborhood

of S, and where Fe is constructed as in §2. Note that

(6.1) F(oa u JS) = F°(oa u JS).

Hence the mapping F(Fe) ~1 : Fe(oa u JS) -> F is a homeomorphism of Fe(oa u JS)

onto itself, and reduces to the identity on the set Fe(Nx u (oa—JS)). Therefore, we

may extend F(Fe) ~1 to a homeomorphism H of F onto itself by setting

(6.2) F/(>0 = y (ye CJF°(S) U F'M))

(6.3) F/(jO = F(F*) -1       (ye F%oa u /S)).

The mapping Ff is uniformly continuous, and therefore corresponding to e, there

exists a positive number A such that

(6.4) d(yx, y2) < X => d(H(yx), H(y2)) < e       (yx, y2 e E).

Let b be a constant such that 0<¿<a and obcNx. Set

(6.5) 8X m min d(Fe(S(c, 1 + b)), F%S(c, 1 + Z>/2))), d(F\S(c, 1 -¿)), Fe(5(c, 1 -b/2))).

Now if g: oa ->- F is any homeomorphism which is a C° 8-approximation to F|aa,

then by Theorem 3.3 of Part I,

(6.6) Jg(S(c, 1 + b/2)) c ./Fe(S(c, 1 + b))

and

(6.7) yg(5(c, 1 - 6/2)) = /Fc(S(c, 1 - b)).

As a consequence of (6.6) and (6.7), we have

(6.8) g(obl2) = F«(a6) cz F%NX).
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Relation (6.7) implies that

(6.9) g(oa-JS) e CJF°(S) u F%NX).

By Theorem 2.1, corresponding to A, there exists a positive number S2 such that

if g: oa -* F is any homeomorphism which is a C° 32-approximation to F|aa, then

there exists a homeomorphism Ge: oavi JS -> E, which extends g | [A^ u (oa—JS)]

and is such that Ge is a C° A-approximation to Fe. Set

(6.10) S = min (8X, 82),

(6.11) N=obl2,

and

(6.12) G = HGe.

One verifies that 8, A and G satisfy the requirements of Theorem 1.1.

Remark. It is an open question whether Theorem 1.1 remains true if e is taken

to be an arbitrary modulus on (oa u JS) — c. If Theorem 1.1 could be so strength-

ened, then (cf. Lemma 4.3 of [8] and Theorem 5 of [11]) the following would hold:

there would exist a positive number 8 such that if g: oa -> F is any homeomorphism

which is a C° 8-approximation to F|<ra, then F\S is extendable to a stable homeo-

morphism of F, so is g|<S, and vice versa.

We state the following theorem without proof. It can be established with the aid

of Theorem 1.1 and its proof.

Theorem 6.1. Let f:oa^-E, i—l,2,... be homeomorphisms such that

lim^oo f(x) = F(x) (x e oa), where F: oau JS -> E is some given homeomorphism.

Then there exists, for each i, a homeomorphism F¡: oa\J JS-> E extending

/ | [N U (oa — JS)] where N is a neighborhood ofS, and such that lim(_ M F4(x) = F(x)

(x 6 oa U JS).

7. Theorem 1.1 in the differentiable case. Suppose F: oa u JS -*■ F is a Ck-

diffeomorphism, (k = 0). Then as a consequence of Theorem 2.1 of [3], the homeo-

morphism Fe considered in §§2-6 is a C^-diffeomorphism, where z is a point of JS.

Similarly, if g: oa —> Fis a Cp-diffeomorphism, the canonical extension Ge construc-

ted to satisfy Theorem 2.1 is a Cf-diffeomorphism. Now as a consequence of Lemma

3.5 of [8], we may assume that Ge(z) = Fe(z), where Ge still satisfies Theorem 2.1.

Hence we see that G as in (6.12) is a Q'-diffeomorphism, where M=min (k, p).

An interesting unsolved question is the following: if g: oa^-E is a C-diffeo-

morphism, and a sufficiently good C° approximation to F|aa, does there exist a

homeomorphism G: oau JS ^- E satisfying Theorem 1.1 and such that G is a

Cf-diffeomorphism ?

In Theorem 1.2 of [8], an arbitrary point z of S, and a Cm-diffeomorphism

g: oa^- E are considered. A Q'-diffeomorphism G: oau JS -> E (actually G as

constructed in [8] maps F onto itself) is constructed which extends g | (N-kz(S)),
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where A is a neighborhood of S, and kz is a "cone of singular approach" to z

with axis interiorly normal to S at z. One may show that if g: aa ->- E is a Cp-

diffeomorphism, and a good C°-approximation to the Cfc-diffeomorphism F\va,

then corresponding to an arbitrary point ze S, there exists a homeomorphism

G: <7a u JS-> E which extends g\(N—kz(S)), is a C™-diffeomorphism, where

m = min (/?, k), and is a good C°-approximation to F.

8. ^-approximations. The following theorem, which we state without proof,

can be established (cf. Theorem 2.2 of Part I) in a manner analogous to the proof

of Theorem 2.1. Again we let F: <ja u JS -> E be a Cfc-diffeomorphism, (Zc3:l),

and let Fe : oa u JS -> F be the homeomorphism constructed as in §2. Note that

Fe is a C*-diffeomorphism, where z e JS.

Theorem 8.1. Corresponding to an arbitrary positive number e, there exists a

neighborhood N of S in oa, and a positive number 8, with the following properties. If

g: tx0 -> E is any C'-diffeomorphism, päl, which is a C1 8-approximation to F\oa,

then there exists a Cl-dijfeomorphism G:oa\JJS-+E which extends

g I [A u (oa-JS)],

and is a C1 E-approximation to Fe on (aa u JS) — z.

With the aid of Theorem 8.1 and arguments paralleling those of §7, we could

establish a theorem, analogous to Theorem 1.1, for ^-approximations. However,

we have the following even stronger result for ^-approximations.

Theorem 8.2. Corresponding to an arbitrary positive number e, there exists a

neighborhood N of S in oa, and a positive number 8, with the following properties. If

g: era —^ Eis any Cv-diffeomorphism, p 3:1, which is a C1 8-approximation to F \ oa, then

there exists a Cm-diffeomorphism G : cxa u JS ^- E, where m = min (k, p), such that G

extends g \ [N u (aa— JS)], G is a C1 e-approximation to F, and, in addition,

G\(JS-oa) = F\(JS-oa).

Proof. Let b, e be positive numbers such that l—a<b<l,e<l—b. Let a : R-> R

be a real valued C^-mapping such that a(t) = 0 for t S b, 0 < a(r) < 1 for b < t < 1 - e,

and a(t) = 1 for t = 1 — e. With the aid of Theorem 3.1 of Part I, one verifies that

for 8 sufficiently small, the following is true : ifg: aa->Fisany Cp-diffeomorphism,

(p^ 1), where g is a C1 8-approximation to F\aa, then G: aa\J JS -> E defined by

G(x) = F(x) + a(||x|)[g(x)-F(x)]       (x e aa)

G(x) = F(x) (xeJS(c,b))

satisfies the requirements of Theorem 8.2.

9. Spreading a small area of approximation. In the approximation theorems we

have previously studied, F: cra u JS -> E was a given homeomorphism, and we

considered homeomorphisms g:aa^ E which were good C°-approximations to
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F\oa on all of o a. The question arises as to what can be said about homeomorphisms

g: oa^ E which approximate F|oa only on a portion of oa, e.g., can we extend such

mappings so as to approximate F on a large portion of FS? Certainly a necessary

condition on g for an affirmative answer to this question is that, for example,

8(f(S), g(S)) be sufficiently small. With this in mind, we state the following

theorem.

Theorem 9.1. Let F: aa u JS ->■ F be a homeomorphism, let V be some fixed

neighborhood in oaof a point Q e S, and let A be any compact subset ofJS. Correspond-

ing to an arbitrary positive number e, there exists a positive number -n such that for any

homeomorphism g: oa -> E satisfying

(i) g\ V is a C° -^-approximation to F\V on V,

(ii) 8(F(5(0, 0),g(S(0, t)))<v(l-a<t<l+a),

the following is true. There exists a homeomorphism G: oa\J JS —> F, m>«/c« extends

g | [N u (oa —JS)]. where N is a neighborhood ofS, such that G is a C° e-approxima-

tion to F on A.

Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that Q is the x"-pole of S and

that A^JS(c, I—a). With these assumptions, we first prove Theorem 9.1 in the

special case where F= the identity mapping of oa u JS. In this special case, the

variable homeomorphism of oa approximating F will be denoted by « instead of g.

Choose a positive constant b<a and positive constants r0, rx, r2, and r3 such that

r0<rx<r2<r3 and

(9.1 ) JS(Q, 2r2) cz JS(Q, r3) c JS(Q, r3) c V n ob.

Let / denote the identity mapping of ob u JS, and let p, denote a C°°-mapping

of B(Q, 2r2) onto F such that p, reduces to the identity on B(Q, r2). Set

Se = S(Q, r0),   Ji = S(Q, r3),   and   </>, = pf'K

Corresponding to </>„ SQ, and the reflection t in SQ, we choose the sets K and Kvd,

v = I, 2, 3, 4 as in §2 of [3]. We modify the set H', L', G', 0' as chosen in §2 of [3]

as follows. Choose a positive number e such that 4e<r0r Note that the (« — 1)-

spheres S(c, 1— ve), v=l,2, 3,4, are subsets of ob. Let the open subset of Kyd

on which x e t(JS(c, 1 -ve)) be denoted by H' for v= 1, and by F' for v=2. Let the

closures of the subsets of Kvd on which x e t(JS(c, 1 — ve)) be denoted by G' for

v = 3, and by 0' for v = 4. We now set wI = xV,\ (K- 0) and construct an explicit

solution of u), | (H' — Q.) as before. The contraction a of F onto H' leaving F'

pointwise invariant certainly exists with FT and F' rechosen as above. Also, we

may assume that H'<=Z', where Z' is the open subset of K on which xB< —d.

Hence the mapping F chosen as before may also be used with the rechosen H', L',

G', &'. The form of the explicit extension Xa¡ of œ, is then completely analogous

to that constructed with //', G', F', 0' chosen originally. Again, using Am/ we get a
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homeomorphism Ie: ab u JS-> E which extends /1 [A u (ab— JS)], where A is a

neighborhood of S in E.

Our choice of H', G', L', 0' is motivated by the data of Theorem 9.1. For

suppose ()>h : ab -> E is any homeomorphism which reduces to the identity on

JS(Q, rx)<^JSe, and is such that

(9.2) 8(MS(c, «)), US(c, «))) < v       (l-b<uSl).

The homeomorphism wh : K— 0 -> F canonically associated with </>ft, can be shown

to have the fundamental property

(9.3) S(<u,(jSG'), cuh(jSG')) < r,.

From the nature of rj>l=pf1 \ab, it is clear that <p,(JS(c,u))<=JS(c,u) for

1 — b<uSl, and hence

(9.4) oj,(L') c LJ c £'.

We note, then, that

(9.5) xai(y) = y     {yen,

and therefore

(9.6) A,,(x) - x       (xe t(<§\) = <p,t(G')).

Using (9.6), we have

(9.7) P(x) = p,A,,(x) = FAX)       (x e t(^'j)).

Since pT\JS(c, l-a))cpT1(t(G')) = t(^'I), we see that

(9.8) Ie(t(y't)) = t(G') => JS(c, l-b)=> JS(c, 1 -a).

Choose a positive constant 8X such that if h : ob -> E is any homeomorphism for

which h\JJt\s a C° 8-approximaiion to I\JJt, then there exists (cf. §3) a reduced

problem [<ph, ab] canonically associated with [«, er6], and such that <ph reduces to the

identity on JS(Q, rx). Set

(9.9) £ = min (d(a>,(ßG'), co,(ßL')), d(w,(ßG'), «,080'))).

Then setting S2 = min (8X, £/4), we assert that if « : a^ -> F is any homeomorphism

which is a C° S2-approximation to / on J.M, and is such that 8(h(S(c, u), S(c, u))) < 82

for 1— b<tSI, then the reduced problem [<f>h, aa] canonically associated with

[«, ab] is such that

(9.10) Siente, u)), US(c, «))) < £       (1-bSuSl).

To verify (9.10), we denote the translation x -*■ x+ Q—h(Q) by th, and note that

S(^(5(C,«)),^(5(C,M)))

= %"'(%, «)), h'hjCW^tMS^c, «)))       (1 -*<«ál).
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We observe that d(th(x), x)=d(t¿ \x), x)<82, for xeE, d(pj~ \x), pf *(y)) g d(x, y)

for x, y e E, and t^ 1pf 1thh(S(c, u)) is a subset of h(JJi) on which « ~1 is a C°

82-approximation to /. With the aid of these relations, the inequality 8(M, M")

Ú8(M, M') + 8(M', M"), and our choice of 82, (9.10) follows easily.

Let Jibe a topological («- l)-sphere in F such that

(9.12) fJßJf,' cjjfcjjrc B(Q, 2r2).

By the uniform continuity of p, on the compact set JJi, there exists, corresponding

to e, a positive number f < e such that

(9.13) d(yx, y2) < £ => d(p,(yx), p¡(y2)) < e/2       (yx, y2 e JJi).

Set

(9.14) 8 = min (82, f, d(t(ß<?/), /(/&*,')), d(t(ß^,'), Ji)).

Now if « : ob ->- F is any homeomorphism which is a C° 8-approximation to / on

JJi and is such that 8(h(S(c, u)), S(c, u))< 8 for 1 -b<u^ 1, then (9.10) holds. By

(9.10) and (9.3) we have

(9.15) SK(^G'), <»h(ßG')) < i.

Hence, using (9.9) and (9.4), we have

(9.16) mh(G') c Wl(L') cz V,

and

(9.17) pT\JS(c, 1 -a)) cz p.,-if(0') = /ítü/(iS0') <= /to^G') = i(^).

Note that (9.16) implies

(9.18) i(SQ c f(^/) c 5(2, 2r2) c JJi.

It follows from (9.16) that the mapping Xœh canonically associated with u>h is such

that X(0h(y)=y for y e t(&'h), and hence

(9.19) Kh(x) = x       (xet(<S'n)).

Consequently, by (9.19), the homeomorphism He: obu FS-^ F arising from A^

is such that

(9.20) He(x) = phh(x)       (x e t(%) c JM).

From (9.20) and (9.14), we see that «r(SQ <= r(Jf/), so that, since oYa(x), x)< S for

all x e F, we have

(9.21) tjit(9'h) c F^-

Thus for x e t(&'h), we have thh(x)eJJi. And by (9.14) d(thh(x), x)<£. Hence by

(9.13),

(9.22) d(p,thh(x), p,(x)) < e/2       (xet($'h)).
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Now from (9.20) and (9.22), we have

CQ 5T1     WW' ^*)) " d^PihKx), /x,(x)) S 8 + eß < e/2 + e/2 = e
^ J (X6Í(^)).

Then using (9.23), (9.7), (9.8), and (9.17), we have

(9.24) d(He(x), Ie(x)) < e       (xe (Ie) ~ \JSn " \c, 1 - a))).

Noting that (Ie) ~ \x)=x on a neighborhood of S in E, and setting H= He(Ie) ~l,

we obtain a homeomorphism H of ab u /S into E such that i/ extends

« | [A u (ct^-ZS)] for a sufficiently small neighborhood A of S in E. From (9.24),

and the fact that 7=/£r(/<!)~1, we have

(9.25) d(H(x), I(x)) < e       (xeJSn~ l(c, 1 - a)).

Now extend H to aa u 75 by setting H(x)=h(x) for x g <ra —/S. From (9.25), we

see that Theorem 11.1 (with « replacing g) is satisfied by the homeomorphism H

(in place of G), in the special case F= the identity mapping of oa u JS.

We now return to the general case of Theorem 9.1. Suppose, then, that

F: aa u JS -> F is an arbitrary homeomorphism. Choosing a positive constant

¿<a as before, there exists, corresponding to e as given inTheorem 9.1, a positive

number A such that

(9.26) d(xx, x2) < A => d(F(xx), F(x2)) < e       (xx, x2eabU JS).

From the previous results we see that, corresponding to A, there exists a positive

number £ such that for any homeomorphism h: ab-> E which is a C° ^approxima-

tion to the identity on JJt and satisfies 8(h(S(c, «)), S(c, u)) < £ for l—b<uSl, the

following is true. There exists a homeomorphism H: <x¡, u JS -> E which extends

« | [A u (<7(,—JS)], where A is a neighborhood of S in E, and satisfies d(H(x), x) < X

for x eJS(c, 1 —a).

Using the results in §3 of Part I, there exists a positive number S < e such that any

homeomorphism g: aa-^ E which is a C° S-approximation to F on V, and satisfies

8(F(S(c, u)),g(S(c, «)))<8 for 1 — a<u<l+a will have the following four prop-

erties : g(ob) c/(cra) and JF~ 1g(S) ^obu JS, while the homeomorphism « : ab -> E

defined by h = F~1(g\ab) will be a C° £-approximation to the identity on JJt

satisfying 8(h(S(c, u)), S(c, u))<£ for l-b<uSl- It follows then, from the special

case of Theorem 9.1 established previously, that there exists a homeomorphism

H:obvJS^E which extends « | [A u (ob—JS)] and is such that

(9.27) d(H(x), x) < X       (xeJS(c, 1 -a)).

Setting G = FH, we obtain a homeomorphism G of ob u JS into F which extends

g | [Au (ab-JS)]. Moreover, using (9.26), (9.27), and the fact that

H(JSn~1(c, I-a)) c H(JS) c obyjJS,
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we see that

(9.28) d(F(x), G(x)) = d(F(x), FH(x)) < e       (xeJS(c, 1 -a)).

Hence G satisfies the requirements of Theorem 9.1.
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